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Abstract
This work adapts large language models001
to generate multilingual social media text002
that meets several objectives simultane-003
ously: topic relevance, author style consis-004
tency, and reply validity. Leveraging exist-005
ing online information behavior simulators,006
which currently only forecast activities but007
not content, our approach comprised of gen-008
eralizable prompt formation and efficient009
evaluation to produce a believable, per-010
sonalized, and responsive synthetic social011
network. According to some preliminary012
experiments, our multi-objective prompt013
formation and automatic evaluation/selec-014
tion methods are able to yield a significant015
number of high-quality synthetic texts ac-016
cording to both standardized and trained017
metrics.018

1 Introduction019

Our work on generation of synthetic social me-020

dia text is motivated by existing technologies021

to simulate and forecast behavioral phenom-022

ena and information spread on social media023

platforms as part of the DARPA SocialSim024

program (Murić et al., 2020). While these sim-025

ulators can forecast social media activity such026

as who will post on which topic or who will re-027

ply to whom at what time, they do not produce028

any text values for simulated activities. Our029

work fills this gap with text generation and030

provides a complete picture of simulated social031

network landscape. Novel methods for text032

generation are frequently explored; however033

our task involves the unusual aspect of gener-034

ating convincing social media posts and replies035

in multiple languages for simulated online dia-036

logue without human involvement and targets037

specific topics, author styles, and responses.038

In order to achieve these multiple objectives,039

traditional approaches like transfer learning040

(Raffel and Liu, 2020) make separate calls to041

large languages models; we leverage few-shot 042

prompting to reduce such computing expen- 043

sive calls and developed efficient automated 044

evaluation metrics for synthetic text selection. 045

We employ commonly used text generation 046

metrics (Sai et al., 2020) including BLEU scores 047

and find that they only capture some aspects 048

of what makes a text high-quality in our con- 049

text. In general, most existing evaluation meth- 050

ods for synthetic text have limitations of some 051

kind (Huang and Huang, 2020). Some syn- 052

thetic texts can achieve metrics higher than 053

real ground-truth text according to these stan- 054

dard metrics. Some newer metrics are too 055

computational expensive and not suitable for 056

supporting large scale text evaluation and selec- 057

tion. Therefore, we implemented three general- 058

izable and runtime-efficient evaluation methods 059

to measure generated text for their topic and 060

author relevance as well as reply flow within 061

a network, and also evaluated against more 062

standard metrics. 063

Our social media text generation approach is 064

efficient, language agnostic and generalizable, 065

and can be used at scale to mimic social media 066

networks with millions of simulated activities. 067

The resulting synthetic information networks 068

can support media analysts’ training exercises, 069

or provide large-scale datasets for AI/ML mod- 070

eling studying online information behavior. 071

2 Related Work 072

There has been a significant amount of work on 073

the use of prompts to generate desired types 074

of text using language models such as GPT- 075

NEO (Black et al., 2021). Multi-prompt learn- 076

ing incorporates multiple prompts, either an- 077

swered or unanswered, into the text genera- 078

tion model prompting paradigm (Brown et al., 079

2020). Prompt augmentation uses multiple an- 080

swered prompts (Liu et al., 2021). Our dataset 081
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Figure 1: Text Generation and Evaluation Pipeline.
In chronological order, each simulated activity is
fed into this pipeline and the output is an enriched
social media activity with generated text. Historical
real and generated text are sampled for prompt
formation.

contains many real world examples matching082

the multi-objective goals and many statement-083

reply pairs, so few-shot learning and prompt084

augmentation are good fits for our use case.085

While we are able to collect large volumes of086

social media text, manual annotation of text087

with specific labels is much more intensive, and088

few-shot learning allows us to utilize a smaller089

manually-annotated set.090

3 Approach091

,092

3.1 Text Generation from Simulated093

Social Media Activities094

Figure 1 depicts the high level pipeline. In095

chronological order, this pipeline sequentially096

generates and selects text for each simulated097

online activity. For any given simulated activ-098

ity, the pipeline follows 4 steps:099

1. Create a prompt that includes examples100

of real world historical texts (i.e., ground-101

truth) by the same author, followed by102

ground-truth texts on the same topic. Ex-103

ample texts were selected randomly. When104

the simulated activity is intended to be a105

reply, the prompt also includes examples106

of ground-truth statement-reply pairs, fol-107

lowed by the text of the parent text that 108

the activity is meant to be responding to. 109

2. Feed formed prompts into a language 110

model which returns generated text. We 111

selected GPT-NEO because it has the best 112

performance for text generation upon open 113

sourced language models at the time when 114

we were working on this project. 115

3. Evaluate and select generated text based 116

on both standard and task-specific met- 117

rics to measure the three objectives: Topic 118

relevance, authorship verification, and 119

sentence-pair classification models (see 5). 120

4. Fill the simulated activities with generated 121

text and move onto next simulated event 122

on the timeline. 123

This pipeline for synthetic text evaluation 124

and selection operates at scale and for multi- 125

lingual/styled generation as well. 126

3.2 Prompt Formation 127

Single objective Few-Shot Prompts To 128

generate text that is on-topic, in the style 129

of a particular author, or responding to a 130

particular statement, we use prompts that 131

incorporate multiple examples of real-world 132

text with these desired attributes. Specif- 133

ically, on-topic prompts are selected from 134

historical tweets based on their manual 135

topic annotation described in section 5.2.3; 136

user-focused prompts consist of real tweets 137

by the same user with Twitter user’s bio 138

where available; Reply-focused prompts 139

are more complicated and consist of exam- 140

ples of statement-response pairs as reference: 141

”The following is a list of tweet and response
pairs:
{{gold statement 1}} ||| {{gold response 1}}
===
{{gold statement 2}} ||| {{gold response 2}}
===
{{gold statement 3}} ||| …”

142

143

The parent tweet will also be incorpo- 144

rated into the prompt for generation of a reply. 145

Because we are generating text for large-scale 146

simulations of social media, a simulated reply 147

can be corresponding to either a real tweet 148

or a simulated tweet. In the latter, we look 149
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Language Code Count
en 2,065,581
ur 504,485
hi 196,362
la 44,959
sw 21,410
ms 20,993
zh 17,722
id 15,853
mr 14,500
xh 12,292

Table 1: Count of each of the top ten languages as
detected by the langid library

up the specific synthetic text for the parent150

tweet. Because of this, text generation occurs151

sequentially in the chronological order of the152

simulated activities.153

154

Multi-Objective Few-Shot Prompts155

In addition to evaluations of text generated156

with a single objective, we also generate and157

evaluate texts with two objectives or three158

objectives at once in the case of synthetic159

replies. Multi-objective prompts are formatted160

by concatenating multiple single-objective161

prompts.162

4 Dataset163

4.1 Social Media Collection164

For the DARPA SocialSim program, we col-165

lected online discussions relevant to the China-166

Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) from mul-167

tiple social media platforms. The primary plat-168

forms by data volume are Twitter and YouTube,169

and we will focus on Twitter for the rest of the170

paper. Due to the nature of the event, we cre-171

ate a list of keywords in English, Hindi, Urdu,172

Chinese and several other regional languages173

to query tweets and replies or YouTube video174

titles and description. Some keyword exam-175

ples are: ”china pakistan economic corridor”,176

”cpec”, "ਇਕ ਬੈਲਟ ਇਕ ਰੋਡ", and 177نوٹلیبکیا"

"ڈور . The counts of each of the top ten lan-178

guages in the dataset as detected by the langid179

python library (Lui and Baldwin, 2012) are180

shown in table 1. The top three languages by181

volume are English, Urdu, and Hindi.182

Annotation From the collected social me-183

dia data covering almost 5 million Tweets and184

YouTube comments, we selected roughly 5,000 185

of the most-interacted with texts to pass to 186

three in-house manual annotators, who anno- 187

tated for 21 distinct topic labels with a cross- 188

label average Cohen’s Kappa inter-annotator 189

agreement of 0.78. Detailed annotation proce- 190

dure can be found in (Blackburn et al.). As 191

examples of topic labels, the label ”benefits/de- 192

velopment/jobs” refers to discussion of jobs 193

brought by the CPEC program, and the la- 194

bel ”controversies/china/border” refers to dis- 195

cussion of border disputes in the China-India- 196

Pakistan region. The set of annotated texts 197

were used to train a supervised text classifier 198

(F1 score of 0.73 across all 21 topics). While 199

the manually-annotated examples have been 200

leveraged to provide few-shot prompt examples 201

for text generation, the classifier was used to 202

evaluate the topic relevance of generated text, 203

see 5.2.3. 204

4.2 Simulated Social Media Activities 205

We use simulated social media activities gener- 206

ated by SocialCube (Tarek Abdelzaher, 2020) 207

as a template for the time, author, and topic 208

of synthetic social media activities, and fill in 209

the text value with synthetic texts that fit the 210

desired attributes. SocialCube takes real world 211

social media activity and news event data in 212

the training phase, and returns social media ac- 213

tivity simulation for the following testing phase. 214

We used one of the simulation results that con- 215

tains 1,037,782 simulated activities for a total 216

span of 27 days. After removing retweets that 217

do not require unique text, 149,829 activities 218

left require synthetic text values (e.g. new 219

tweets and replies). 220

5 Evaluation and Metrics 221

Ground Truth In our tests, the ground truth 222

used for evaluation contains real social media 223

texts with specific attributes. There are three 224

groups of ground truth: one group of texts 225

manually annotated with topic labels (the test 226

set of the manual annotation process in section 227

5.2.3), a group of texts by specific authors (the 228

test set of the data used to train the authorship 229

verification model in section 5.2.1), and a group 230

of valid and invalid statement-response pairs 231

(the test set of the dataset in section5.2.2). 232
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5.1 Standardized Metrics233

Median Sentence BLEU Sentence BLEU234

calculated with the sacrebleu library (Post,235

2018) for generated message, treating the236

ground truth texts with the same class (i.e.,237

topic or author/user) as reference. Median238

is calculated over distribution of scores. We239

choose median because mean can be effected240

by outliers, and we are concerned with the241

quantity of texts with high scores rather than242

overall average. (Papineni et al., 2002)243

244

Self-BLEU Sentence BLEU calculated with245

the sacrebleu library for generated message,246

treating all texts with the same class and247

generation method as reference. Median is248

calculated over distribution of scores.(Zhu249

et al., 2018)250

251

GEM Metrics Library We also run252

evaluation with multiple metrics from the253

GEM metrics library trying to covering254

different aspects of generated text: descriptive,255

diversity,lexical and semantic measurements.256

Some examples include BLEURT, Distinct-1257

(the ratio of distinct unigrams over the total258

number of unigrams), Entropy-1 (the Shannon259

Entropy over unigrams), and text length260

metrics (Gehrmann et al., 2021).261

5.2 Trained Metrics262

Since none of the standardized metrics for text263

generation directly measure the three objec-264

tives of our use case, we also develop three265

specific evaluation methods respectively lever-266

aging the ground truth data.267

5.2.1 Authorship Verification for268

Author Style269

Using ground-truth social media data, we iden-270

tify all users with over 20 unique text-valued271

posts, and store those users’ posts into train272

and test sets with the ratio 0.7 to 0.3. From the273

stored posts, we construct 50,000 training and274

10,000 test pairs, where pairs of texts by the275

same user are in the ”1” class and pairs of texts276

by two separate users are in the ”0” class. We277

then finetune the distiluse-base-multilingual-278

cased language model on the pairs using con-279

trastive loss with cosine for 5 epochs (Sanh280

et al., 2019). Training of the model uses the281

SentenceTransformers library with default pa- 282

rameters (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). When 283

using cosine similarity of the embeddings of the 284

fine-tuned model as an indicator for authorship 285

on the test set, we find a ROC-AUC of 0.94. 286

The ROC-AUC of 0.94 is an evaluation of how 287

well the cosine similarity metric distinguishes 288

between texts by different authors in the test 289

set. 290

We apply the author fine-tuned language model 291

to each generated text, and measure the cosine 292

similarity of the vector of each text to the cen- 293

troid of the vectors for the ground truth texts 294

by the intended author. The cosine similarity is 295

used as an indicator of the degree to which the 296

synthetic text matches the style of the intended 297

author. 298

5.2.2 Statement-Response Pair 299

Classification for Reply Detection 300

Data Preparation We train a sentence pair 301

classifier to determine whether a response 302

replies coherently to an original sentence. 303

We begin by extracting around 350,000 real 304

tweet-response pairs from our curated Twitter 305

dataset. Roughly 15 percent of the data is 306

set aside as holdout data, while the rest is pro- 307

cessed for training. The training data is halved, 308

with the first half being true pairs and receiv- 309

ing a label of 1. The second half of the training 310

data is then halved again, and either shuffled 311

row wise or column wise, providing “untrue” 312

or 0-labeled tweet-response pairs while still 313

maintaining contextual relevance. The pairs is 314

then concatenated, shuffled, and set aside for 315

training and evaluation. 316

Classification For the sentence-pair classifica- 317

tion task, we utilize the Simple Transformers 318

library (Rajapakse, 2020). Our final configura- 319

tion is set up for a maximum sequence length 320

of 512 to be trained over 2 epochs with an 321

Adam optimizer and learning rate of 4e-5. Our 322

trained model is evaluated on our evaluation 323

dataset and returns a F1 score of .81, accu- 324

racy of .79, AUROC of .84 and AUPRC of 325

.77. We test several model types including 326

BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), RoBERTa (Liu 327

et al., 2019), distilbert (Sanh et al., 2019) and 328

xlnet (Yang et al., 2019). BERT, and specif- 329

ically bert-based-multilingual-cased, provides 330

the strongest results for our use case. 331
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Model Precision self-BLEU Mean Topic Similarity median BLEU
Ground Truth 0.91 38.83 0.64 38.83
gpt-neo-1.3B 0.35 67.03 0.55 43.07
gpt-neo-125M 0.33 57.59 0.46 39.18

Table 2: Topic-Relevance Evaluation Metrics, Across all Languages

5.2.3 Topic Classification Precision332

We train a supervised topic classifier using the333

manually-annotated set described in section334

4.1. Given a piece of generated text, if this335

classifier actually labels it with the intended336

topic, we assume the generated text is relevant337

to the intended label.338

Topic Relevance In addition to the339

classifier precision metric, we also use the340

”distiluse-base-multilingual-cased” language341

model, which is appropriate for our multilin-342

gual dataset, and is specifically well-suited to343

measure semantic similarity with cosine (Cer344

et al., 2018). Vectors are extracted for each345

generated text and each ground-truth text.346

Ground-truth texts are grouped by topic class347

and an average vector for each class is com-348

puted. For each generated text, the cosine sim-349

ilarity of its vector to the ground-truth vector350

of the same class is measured. Cosine similari-351

ties are averaged across texts.352

6 Evaluation and Discussion353

6.1 Single-Objective Text Generation354

Evaluation355

Topic Relevance Table 2 shows topic-356

relevance metrics for GPT-NEO 125M and357

1.3B compared to the same metrics for real358

ground truth texts. For the ground truth, self-359

BLEU is the same as median BLEU, because360

median BLEU always uses the ground truth as361

references for computation. For some metrics362

such as BLEU there is an acceptable range363

rather than strictly ”higher is better”. The364

lower precision score of GPT-generated text365

compared to ground truth may show that gen-366

erating text exactly on an exact topic is still a367

challenge.368

Author Style As shown in table 3, GPT-369

NEO 1.3B with prompts incorporating the text370

of a user’s self-reported social media bio and371

example texts by the user generated synthetic372

texts most similar to real ground truth texts373

by the same authors, according to our metric.374

Method Mean Author
Similarity±Std
Dev.

Ground Truth 0.93±0.08
GPT-NEO-1.3B + User Bio 0.86±0.14
GPT-NEO-125M 0.85±0.14
GPT-NEO-125M + User
Bio

0.84±0.11

GPT-NEO-1.3B 0.82±0.13
Inverse Ground Truth 0.64±0.20

Table 3: Author Style Evaluation. ”Mean author
similarity” shows the mean of the cosine similarities
between texts and the centroid of the vectors for the
user’s ground-truth texts. ”Inverse Ground Truth”
shows this metric computed on ground truth texts
compared to texts by different authors, across all
languages.

Synthetic Reply Evaluation Based on our 375

evaluation shown in table 4, generating realistic 376

synthetic replies is possible, but a significant 377

portion of the synthetic texts generated may 378

not be properly coherent or satisfactory replies. 379

Model Mean Reply
Score±Std Dev.

Ground Truth 0.89±0.31
GPT-NEO-125M 0.47±0.50
GPT-NEO-1.3B 0.41±0.49
Inverse Ground
Truth

0.33±0.46

Table 4: Reply Evaluation. ”Mean reply score”
shows the averaged predictions of the reply classifier
model. Ranged 0-1 where 0 is 0% valid replies and 1
is 100%. ”Inverse Ground Truth” shows this metric
computed on non-reply ground truth text pairs.
Computed across all languages.

380

6.2 Multi-Objective Prompting 381

Evaluation 382

As shown in table 5, the mean scores of most 383

metrics degrade on the multi-objective task as 384

compared to the single-objective tasks. How- 385

ever, we are still able to use our evaluation 386
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Metric GPT-NEO-
1.3B

GPT-NEO-
125M

Mean Topic Simi-
larity ±Std Dev.

0.33±0.24 0.29±0.21

Mean Reply Score
±Std Dev.

0.37±0.48 0.39±0.49

Mean Author Sim-
ilarity ±Std Dev.

0.76±0.14 0.76±0.18

Table 5: Evaluation of Texts from Multi-Objective
Prompt, Across all Languages.

metrics as a filter to separate higher quality387

texts from lower quality ones, and still generate388

a relatively large number of high-quality syn-389

thetic texts, as described in section 6.3. Texts390

with a topic relevance score above 0.6, a user391

similarity score above 0.7, and a reply validity392

score above 0.6 are marked, and stored for use393

as text values of the simulated social media394

activities.395

GEM Metrics Evaluation We use sev-396

eral metrics from the GEM metrics repository397

(Gehrmann et al., 2021) to measure the gener-398

ated text from more perspectives. Some results399

are shown in table 6. Looking at some of the400

descriptive metrics, mean text length for GT401

and language models are similar. This is not402

surprising given the character limit for tweets.403

However, the range of generated tweet length404

varies much more than ground truth: as short405

as 1 and as long as 60+. Text length limit406

information can be introduced in the future to407

avoid generating text longer than allowed. Not408

included in the result table, the vocabulary409

size of ground truth, for topic or user relevance,410

is always much smaller than generated text.411

This suggests that machine generated text may412

contain terms that are not used often for so-413

cial media. Conducting domain adaptation414

on the pre-trained language model to make it415

more relevant to social media data may help416

reduce this difference. Looking at some of the417

diversity metrics, the Distinct-1 metrics indi-418

cates ground truth text is much more diverse419

than generated text. This could due to the420

high creativity of language expression in social421

media. When it comes to semantic metrics,422

even ground truth tweets achieve pretty low423

BLUERT score. Generated text is worse, with424

bigger GTP-neo model performs slightly better.425

BLUERT is calculated for a small set of eval-426

uation set due to its high computing demand, 427

and we will look at this again when calculate 428

it against the complete evaluation set. 429

Multi-Lingual Evaluation Because our 430

dataset is multilingual, we also report the 431

GEM metrics across the top 5 languages in 432

our dataset: English, Farsi, Hindi, Urdu, and 433

Chinese in table 7. Additional multilingual 434

metrics are reported in appendices A, B, and 435

C. English has the best performance in terms 436

of BLEURT, followed by Hindi and Chinese. 437

This could due to lack of real world data in our 438

collection for other languages to create good 439

prompts or the lack of explicit multilingual ca- 440

pabilities of GPT-NEO. All other evaluations 441

reported in this paper are computed on texts 442

regardless of language, including English and 443

others. 444

6.3 Scalability and Runtime 445

We use a single-GPU instance on AWS (16vC- 446

PUs, 1 GPU, 64GB Memory) for generation 447

and evaluation. The single-GPU machine was 448

able to generate 29,150 synthetic texts per hour 449

in total using GPT-NEO 125M, but after evalu- 450

ation and selection of higher-quality texts, that 451

number comes to 5,658 high-quality synthetic 452

texts per hour. 453

7 Limitation 454

Due to the shortage of time and comput- 455

ing resource, we didn’t finish running some 456

of the heavy metrics such as NUBIA(Kane 457

et al., 2020) for measuring faithfulness and 458

BERTScore(Zhang* et al., 2020) for better se- 459

mantic measurement. We also didn’t measure 460

the entire pipeline, e.g., comparing generated 461

text and real text in the same simulation time 462

frame and measuring the impact of generated 463

and filtered text in simulation. We will address 464

some of these limitations in our next steps. We 465

will also try to evaluate the filtering step with 466

manual review of filtered texts, and by testing 467

the impact of synthetic texts on social media 468

simulations. 469

8 Conclusions and Future Work 470

We show that it is feasible to generate and 471

evaluate synthetic social media texts which 472

not only focus on a desired topic, but also 473

mimic an author style and properly respond to 474

6
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Model Mean Topic
BLEURT

Mean User
BLEURT

Distinct-1 Entropy-1 Mean Text
Length

gpt-neo-1.3B 0.15±0.08 0.15±0.1 0.61±0.11 6.62±0.48 23.38±19.48
gpt-neo-125M 0.15±0.08 0.15±0.09 0.59±0.13 6.32±0.63 23.51±19.62

GT 0.21±0.06 0.25±0.09 0.85±0.12 4.59±0.85 27.03±1.39

Table 6: Selected GEM Metrics Across all Languages

Model Lang Mean Topic
BLEURT

Mean User
BLEURT

Distinct-1 Entropy-1 Mean Text
Length

gpt-neo-1.3B

en 0.17 0.18 0.58 6.72 286.86
fa 0.06 0.05 0.7 6.54 192.87
hi 0.1 0.11 0.7 6.45 176.78
ur 0.07 0.06 0.74 6.4 151.74
zh 0.13 0.11 0.67 6.22 171.28

gpt-neo-125M

en 0.17 0.17 0.55 6.39 261.49
fa 0.07 0.06 0.73 6.22 148.14
hi 0.11 0.11 0.68 6.16 159.2
ur 0.08 0.08 0.75 6.24 144.86
zh 0.13 0.11 0.63 6.07 176

GT

en 0.22 0.27 0.85 4.61 38.86
fa 0.04 0.17 1 4 16
hi 0.18 0.17 0.75 5.45 65
ur 0.12 0.13 0.85 4.79 44.91
zh 0.12 0.09 0.86 4.92 37

Table 7: GEM Metrics by Language

existing text. We accomplish this with multi-475

objective few-shot prompting and automated476

evaluation metrics for multiple aspects of text477

quality. While it is clear that even in best-case478

scenarios language models like GPT can gener-479

ate a percentage of text that does not match480

the given objectives, we believe that a filter-481

ing step including multiple evaluation metrics482

is a good approach to overcoming this limi-483

tation. Future plans include the application484

of domain-adaptive pre-training and platform485

business rules to improve relevance to social me-486

dia genre, continuous/soft prompting instead487

of discrete/hard prompting to further improve488

the quality of generated text, real world events489

prompting similar to reply prompting, and490

multimedia data generation. Other work in491

this domain could involve testing other, poten-492

tially smaller language models, or assessing the493

threat posed by adversarial or malicious infor-494

mation campaigns that utilize text generation495

methods, and how best to detect them.496
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A Appendix: Authorship 660

Verification Scores by Language 661

Chart 2 shows the average of the score used 662

for authorship verification on GT positive (real 663

texts by the same user), GT negative (real 664

texts by different users) and synthetic texts, of 665

various languages. 666

B Reply Validity Scores by 667

Language 668

Chart 3 shows the average of the score used for 669

reply validity on GT positive (real statement- 670

reply pairs), GT negative (mismatched real 671

texts that are not statement-reply pairs) and 672

synthetic replies, of various languages. 673

C Statement-Reply Language 674

Counts 675

Chart 4 shows the count of tweet-reply pairs 676

by language of original tweet and reply. The 677

high count on the diagonal means that tweets 678

in one language are frequently replied to with 679

replies in the same language. 680

D Synthetic Text Examples on 681

Topic 682

Synthetic text with intended topic ”contro- 683

versies/china/border” (India-China border 684

disputes) with Topic BLEURT score 0.38: 685

”The Tension continues between India and 686

Beijing A #ChinaComesModiRuns official 687

tweet says that Beijing is the only government 688

in the world that is trying to bully India into 689

giving way to China’s agenda. @Modi ran a 690

tweet saying that China will not be allowed 691

to gain a better foothold in the Indian Ocean. 692

@Modi ran a tweet saying that China will not 693

be allowed to gain a better foothold in the 694

Indian Ocean.” 695

696

Synthetic text with intended topic ”bene- 697

fits/development/energy” (energy development 698

projects in Pakistan) with Topic BLEURT 699

score 0.27: 700

”by @Carr-Ebrahim @JaxyIvan 2069 701

@Manssazh 2069 This project is to pro- 702

vide for power generation facility from PJM. It 703

will provide thermal power system from PJM. 704

The project will be the first industrial power 705

plant in the world to be operated by either one 706
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Figure 2: Authorship Verification Scores by Language

Figure 3: Reply Validity Scores by Language
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Figure 4: Statement-Reply Language Counts

company. #Pakistan#Polarity #UK-Indian707

Union of Petroleum, Air and Chem”708

709

710

E Synthetic Text Examples in a711

User Style712

Real user bio:713

”News. Views. Analysis. Conversations.714

India’s No.1 digital news destination, world’s715

largest-selling English newspaper - A Times716

Internet Limited Product”717

Real tweet from user:718

”Pakistan PM Imran Khan claims PM Modi719

apologised for lockdown, Pak media corrects720

him url: https://t.co/m4vAITPOTGhdHATzA-721

KxaIg ”722

723

Synthetic tweets:724

1. ”India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi725

apologises to Pakistan PM Imran Khan after726

a video clip of him being filmed during the727

crisis. The video has gained support from728

international organisations url: https://t...”729

2. ”The Government of Pakistan has made730

efforts, I am pleased to say, to ensure that731

the Indian government did not see the rise of732

Pakistans internal tensions,” Foreign Minister733

Shah Mehmood Qureshi tells the New York734

Times. ”The two nations have a very good735

relationship.” He also claims Pakistan has736

never asked for India’s ”aid and support”737

Read: https://t.co/eMhXC7Lr1mDnT3fJL”738
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